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title is somewhat obscure, but in short,

I’m going to be kind of a downer about geotags.



when I talk about geotagging, I mean social media posts with a location attached. like this tweet.



or this flickr photo.



don’t mean this, this is a separate thing; in foursquare the whole point of it is to share your location; in twitter flickr instagram, other non-LBSNs



CHI 2011

(there is already plenty of great research on checkins)

geotags are different, because it’s not the primary purpose of what you’re doing.



What do you want to do with all 
this geotagged social media data?

Well, given this trace of “ticket 
stubs” throughout people’s lives, 
we can do all this great stuff like 
demographics, mobility, “people 

who live here enjoy X”, etc

(cue months of failed experiments)

so this came from my advisor and me

and so the problem was…



Geotagged Posts 
Are Postcards, 

Not Ticket Stubs

If there’s one slide I want you to remember



Like Postcards, 
Geotagged Posts Are 

Consciously Sent



Like Postcards, 
Geotagged Posts Come 

From Unusual Places



Like Postcards, 
Geotagged Posts Are 

Dying Out

ok, if you agree with me on these three, then you’re free to get back to your emailing and pokemon catching.

for some of you this will be very obvious



Like Postcards, 
Geotagged Posts Are 

Consciously Sent

as opposed to just set it and forget it

How do we know?



Toggling Geotagging



Geotagged 
Tweet Geotagged 

Tweet

Non-geo 
Tweet

Geotagged 
Tweet

Non-geo 
Tweet

2/5 = 40% of tweets involve
toggling geotagging

Tweets by User X on Twitter for iPhone

Time

note that we have to use only one twitter client - otherwise you might have your iPhone always geotagging and your computer never geotagging



Toggling Geotagging Study


Twitter: all tweets from a random sample 
of 3406 of the 68088 tweeters from our 
dataset of ppl who have geotagged at 
least once around Pittsburgh


Flickr: the YFCC100M dataset



so people at least do it.



Like Postcards, 
Geotagged Posts Come 

From Unusual Places



Surveys


1. 78 people who had geotagged in 
Pittsburgh


2. 400 people on Mechanical Turk who 
geotagged on any social network


When, where, and why did you add your 
location to your most recent post?



usually tagging at a new place



Why did you geotag this post?

Show I was at 
a cool place

Keep family/
friends updated

most common reason is “show I was at a cool place”

these were from previous research

keep track of the place, promote to network, coordinate with friends, auto-posted, other



Like Postcards, 
Geotagged Posts Are 

Dying Out



yes, postcards are dying

1.2 billion in 2010, 770 million in 2014

https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/travel/are-postcards-a-thing-of-the-past/2015/02/26/a243909a-b945-11e4-aa05-1ce812b3fdd2_story.html



Coordinate-Geotagged Tweets

ok, why did this happen?

a lot of them were not meaning to be geotagged in the first place



Pittsburgh, PA

old UI would actually add your coordinates. it would look like it’s just Pittsburgh PA, but if you clicked into it…

so the old default is to add your coordinates, and you can change it to city-level if you want

new default is just city-level, and you can add your coordinates if you want.

this is probably good.



2. Did you know that you’ve posted geotagged 
tweets in 2014?

9/78 (11.5%) said no 

ok, this is good, why is this good: some people didn’t even know they’re geotagging (more details in the paper)



7. Are you worried about privacy implications 
of geotagging your tweets?
8. Why or why not?

12/78 (15.4%) said no, because “I’m only 
sharing my city.”

They weren’t just sharing their city. 



Coordinate-Geotagged Tweets

twitter changed the UI so now the default is to add your city-level location



YFCC100M dataset photos

flickr geotagged photos might be decreasing too - hard to tell because we don’t know how they generated this



Job Spammers

1-2% of geotag-posting accounts
Most have “job”, “career”, “work”, “join”, or “tmj” in name

20-30% of one-place accounts are these bots

of the geotags that were left

so, it’s not huge, but it’s a pretty common source of noise; luckily, it’s easy to filter out

so to recap



Geotagged Posts 
Are Postcards, 

Not Ticket Stubs



Like Postcards, 
Geotagged Posts Are 

Consciously Sent



Like Postcards, 
Geotagged Posts Come 

From Unusual Places



Like Postcards, 
Geotagged Posts Are 

Dying Out

so what can we do with this?



Use these posts for 
research questions that 

can be answered by 
postcards

so, no to transit planning, demographics, or well-being

yes to tourism and promoting neighborhood character
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Geotags are postcards, not ticket stubs:
1. Geotags are consciously added
2. They come from unusual places
3. They are dying out


